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ABSTRACT
The operational decision making in the BOSCH’s 200mm wafer fabrication facility has been guided by
short term simulation forecasts. The forecasts provides the capability of identifying daily bottlenecks,
forecasting daily fab outs, optimizing the preventive maintenance plans and personal resource planning.
Now there is a pressing need to extend the forecast time horizon to several months for making decisions
such as analyzing different ramp up scenarios, evaluating the impact of dispatch rules, identifying
bottlenecks for capital investment, etc. As the short term model has achieved forecast accuracy of above
90%, it is used as the basis to generate the long term model. In this paper, we discuss the key issues
associated with this model generation process. These issues are: process flows compression, flexible
equipment dedications, model warm-up, wafer start generation, and future fab capacity changes. Our
approach enables us to use the same model generation framework for both models.
1

INTRODUCTION

Discrete event simulation has advanced the production control process in the wafer fabrication plants,
primarily used as a short and long term decision support tool. In this paper, a short term decision support
refers to a time horizon of less than a month while a long term decision support refers to a time horizon of
at least 12 months. Some examples of the decision support include forecasting incoming WIP at
equipment group level to ensure better preventive maintenance (PM) planning and sampling rate
adjustments (Scholl et. al. 2010, Scholl et. al. 2012), lot movement forecast to ensure that equipment is
easily qualified to run associated processes when the lot arrives (Scholl et. al. 2016), and study the effect
of hot lots on factory key performance indictors (Narahari and Khan 1997).
In the past years Bosch Reutlingen has embarked on the journey of introducing a 35-day WIP forecast,
through short term simulation using D-SIMCON Forecaster (D-SIMLAB 2017). This is used to address
various operational challenges in daily operation meetings, such as: (i) an early warning system to
identify bottlenecks for the next days to secure operator resource planning, optimizing the PM plans by
avoiding days with high incoming WIP, (ii) fab outs forecast to provide visibility into tardiness of
customer critical lots so that corrective action can be taken if lots are going to miss delivery commitment
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dates, (iii) fab outs forecast for detailed planning at the wafer test area, (iv) target setting for all work
areas, and (v) a better understanding of line dynamics. The simulation-based forecast has helped to
improve the discussion among line control, maintenance, and planning department as decisions are now
based upon numbers derived from a widely accepted methodology rather than simply the experience of
individuals.
Due to the success in the application of short term simulation, the confidence in the use of simulation
has increased. Thus, Bosch has decided to extend the time horizon of the simulation run to address
questions such as the impact of different product mixes to line performance and associated capital
investment, the impact of enhanced dispatch rules to fab productivity and utilization, the impact of
weekly wafer start plan to line balance, at times evaluate varying recovery strategies from a production
line incident, and use as a bridge between production, line control, finance, and management. In this
paper, we refer to the extended time horizon simulation as long term simulation. The future vision of this
solution is to reach a state of holistic value stream management from wafer to chip manufacturing, more
precisely connecting the wafer fabrication, MEMS, and assembly & test models for a cross site
forecasting. Similar works have been completed to model cross fab capacity sharing in Gan et. al. (2004).
As the short term simulation solution was successfully rolled out, the most logical step to implement long
term simulation is reusing the short term simulation framework.
This paper begins with the foundation of discussion by describing the current short term simulation
framework in Section 2. This is followed by a discussion on issues associated with the extension of the
time horizon of short term simulation model in Section 3. In Section 4 an experimental study on the
impact of simplifying process flows to fab KPIs is described as well as a case study to illustrate the use of
long term simulation model for dispatch rules enhancement. This paper is concluded in Section 5 with a
focus on the future work around the application of simulation.
2

SHORT TERM SIMULATION FRAMEWORK

The short term simulation forecast is run daily and provides a forecast for the next 35 days. The forecast
consists of daily key performance indicator (KPI) numbers for equipment groups, products, and the fab,
as summarized in Table 1. Due to the high frequency run of the forecast, the simulation model has been
generated automatically by consolidating data from live production databases (see Figure 1). This ensures
that any simulation forecast is not outdated by the time the model is created. In order to achieve high
forecast accuracy (and thus acceptance of the solution), the forecast has to be based upon the current line
situation, upcoming wafer start and PM plans and a complete set of process flows (instead of
representative ones). A snapshot of the line situation is taken to jump start the simulation model. It
includes the current WIP (all lots in the production line including their status), the current equipment state
(productive, scheduled/unscheduled down, standby, or non-schedule) and the temporary dedication
blocking at all equipment. The validity of the model is continuously monitored by comparing the KPIs
observed in reality versus the forecasted KPIs. Any sudden drop in forecast quality triggers the simulation
specialist to investigate if the deteriorating quality is due to short term random events or data modelling
issues. This process ensures that any decision derived from the forecast is always valid. Table 2
summarizes the functionalities of key components of the D-SIMCON Forecaster.
Table 1: Forecast key performance indictor.
Element
Equipment Group
Product
Fab

Key Performance Indictor (KPI)
Incoming WIP, moves (number of wafers completed), average WIP, average
queue time and utilization.
Number of wafers started, number of wafers completed, and average cycle
time.
Average WIP, total moves (number of wafers moving from one step to
another), average cycle time.
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Figure 1: D-SIMCON Forecaster architecture.
Table 2: D-SIMCON Forecaster component functionalities.
D-SIMCON
Components
Automatic Model
Verification

Functionalities

Automatic Data
Correction

Comparing the key modelling attributes between simulation and reality as well as
highlight gaps.
Feeding simulation model with historical lot trace information to validate the
behaviour of each equipment group; with additional functionalities of replacing data
for some modelling elements (such as wafer start, PM, UD) with real data to
validate the model by “reducing” random/inaccurate elements
Enable user to configure to allow the system to automatically replace data with big
gaps, and the frequency of conducting such a check

Forecast Quality
Monitor

Assists in the model validation/verification exercise to measure the forecast gap
between simulation and reality

Historical Data
Analyser

Derive sampling rate, rework rate, split-merge rate/size, uptime distribution of
equipment group/equipment

Job Management
Module

To manage replication runs, and consolidate statistics

Online Reporting

Web based reporting for scenario analysis (require customization)

Scenario
Manager GUI

Web based GUI to view and edit scenarios, with extended functionalities of
defining actions to add/remove tools, alter process efficiency, and wafer starts
(requires customization)

Model Validation
Engine
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3

ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH EXTENDING SHORT TERM SIMULATION FOR LONG
TERM SIMULATION

In this section a few key modelling elements that require changes or modifications to extend short term
simulation into long term simulation studies are discussed. The objective is to attain the extension in an
easy manner without any user involvement or interaction.
3.1

Process Flows

With very high level detail of the short term model, all process flows are considered in the model. In the
long term model, the planning granularity is usually at the product group level. Partial reason is that it is
usually challenging to obtain the volume of each of the products for a longer time period. In addition
changes in technology may introduce a new product to the fab, where a complete process flow is still not
yet available at the time of study. Therefore it is more practical to select representative process flows for
each planned product group instead of considering complete sets of process flows.
There are a few criteria to be considered when selecting representative process flows. Firstly, the
process flows must have sufficient historical data to derive random event inputs such as sampling rate,
rework rate, and hold rate/duration. Secondly, process flows within a product group need to be
categorized based on similarity in terms of number of stages, recipes and layers. Each product group is
then represented by one process flow from each category. The purpose is to ensure that the selected
representative process flows are good candidates to portray the fab performance trend in the long term
model. Another simplification for the process flow is achieved by dropping steps that are not essential to
be modelled. Some of the data collection steps were dropped from the simulation model as they do not
have any capacity impact but only cycle time delay. One example of such a delay step is the lot hold step
where there is no resources required to process the lot but a placeholder to collect data for lot hold. These
steps are represented as delay steps with unlimited capacity, with the delay time derived from historical
data analysis.
3.2

Wafer Starts Plan

The short term model is fed with a daily lot-by-lot wafer start plan. This model is not feasible when it
comes to the long term simulation as future wafer starts are typically planned at the weekly or monthly
level. Therefore the generation of a wafer start plan from the provided weekly or monthly product group
volume is required. There are two possibilities to achieve this: (i) define a wafer starts rate for each of the
products, or (ii) generate the wafer start plan based on a scheduling algorithm. Wafer starts rate is the
more straight forward way to be used in the long term model. This approach implies that wafers are
released in a constant and systematic way. This is not likely to happen in production reality.
As a result we have decided on the second approach. The algorithm considers the total volume to be
started per week or month, and forms batches based on the first six furnace steps. It then assigns a start
date and time for each batch. Daily volume is kept at a constant to ensure that there is no over starting of
wafers which would result in WIP waves. One key consideration is that it might not be feasible to form
batches for some low volume products. For these products, the algorithm will fit the volume randomly to
days within a week. Each started lot is assigned a due date based on the start date plus the target cycle
time. The due date is essential as dispatch rules use this value to drive the lot moves through the fab. The
algorithm also allows the user to provide lot priority as typically a fab is run with some percentage of high
priority lots.
3.3

Model Warm-up

In the short term model, the simulation is initialized with the snapshot WIP and equipment state. As long
term simulation might involve simulation study that is in the future, the WIP mix profile might not be the
same as of today due to rapid changes in product technology. Therefor driving a model with today’s WIP
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might not be a good representation. To provide flexibility in long term simulation three different options
are provided as the starting point of the simulation run: (i) the use of current WIP if the forecast starts
from today, (ii) the use of current WIP and continues into the future if the time period is in the future but
the WIP mix has not changed, or (iii) the generation of an artificial WIP based on the wafer start profile
provided if the WIP mix has changed. The artificial WIP algorithm provides multiple options by
considering the flow factor at each process steps.
3.4

Equipment Dedication

Equipment dedication is specified at the mainframe and chamber level. Short term temporary blocking of
lots belonging to a specific product or specific step is considered in the short term simulations due to its
capacity impact or limitation, which must be captured to ensure good forecast accuracy. In addition,
alternative dedication is driven based on an alternative rate that is derived from historical lot trace
analysis. However, full flexibility on equipment dedication is required in the long term model as the study
is to assume the fab is running under an ideal situation. The alternative dedication cannot be modeled as
an alternative rate because future product mixes might require a different capacity profiles. All alternative
dedications are considered as equal in the case of the long term model.
3.5

Tool Availability

The short term model mainly uses a deterministic modelling approach and stochastic behavior is always
kept at a minimum (Preuss et. al. 2014). The PM plan where the information is typically already available
at the time of simulation is fed as an input to the short term simulation model. The only randomness that
is introduced is the unscheduled down events, which is modelled as random events based on statistical
distribution. For the long term model, PM data is not available. As such, PMs have to be modelled as
random events too. For the purpose of our model, the availability is modelled with a single uptime
distribution for each equipment. The uptime distribution is defined with a mean-time-to-failure and a
mean-time-to-repair parameters. The distribution used is derived from historical data analysis. As
opposed to short term simulations, the time horizon used to derive the statistical distribution is one year
instead of three months. The reason being is that the short term uptime effect of a tool is not supposed to
be considered in the long term model, but it is important for the short term model.
3.6

Future Tool Requirement

One last important consideration in a long term model is the future introduction of new equipment into
the simulation model due to capacity expansion. This is typically not required in a short term simulation
model as all equipment that is qualified for the production should already exist in the production database.
To handle this level of complexity we designed a Graphical User Interface that allows the user to add a
new equipment by selecting an existing equipment as a blueprint for its behavior. The convenience for
users is that they do not need to be concerned with the complexity of adding equipment involving
assigning the equipment to an equipment group, assigning recipe dedication, defining uptime behavior,
etc.
4
4.1

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Model Validation

To ensure the usability of the long term model we conducted a model validation exercise using a 5-week
time period. We fed the long term model with a wafer start plan that was a replica of the first week wafer
start plan, and compared the equipment groups incoming WIP levels and moves between simulation and
reality. Figure 2 and Figure 3 below show the validation results. The forecast quality percentage is
calculated using the following formula:
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where the KPI is incoming WIP and Moves for the comparison in Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively. It
can be seen that there was a close match (above 90% forecast quality for first 3 weeks of simulation)
between simulation and reality for the 7 example equipment group KPIs. These equipment groups are
chosen as they are the most critical bottleneck tools in the fab. The gap increased as the time horizon
extended beyond the fourth week. This growing gap is primarily explained by WIP built-up at some
critical bottlenecks as the wafer start at the start of the simulation week was higher than expected. The fab
capacity is only able to handle a momentarily increase in wafer starts and must be compensated with a
lower starts in the subsequent weeks. In addition, the forecast quality is also expected to drop as we
forecast further into the future due to the cumulative effect of the random events.

Figure 2: Some equipment groups weekly incoming WIP forecast gap.

Figure 3: Some equipment groups weekly moves.
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4.2

Impact of Process Flow Compression

Figure 4: Fab out comparison.

Figure 5: WIP comparison.
One of the simplifications that was done for long term simulation is process flow compression where
some non-critical steps are modeled as unlimited capacity delay steps. Using this approach, it is crucial to
ensure that the accuracy of the model is not compromised. Figure 4 and Figure 5 give a comparison of the
weekly fab out volume ratio and daily end WIP level ratio between non-compressed and compressed
process flows. The ratio is calculated using the formula below:

,
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where the KPIs are weekly fab outs and daily end WIP level. The two approaches are considered the same
if the KPI ratio is 1. The analysis shows that both KPI values stay approximately the same throughout the
duration of simulation, with a ratio of between 0.97 to 1.2. The advantage of this method is the significant
reduction of simulation run time from 104 minutes to 45 minutes for a 1.5 year run.
4.3

First Scenario Study – Dispatch Rules Evaluation And Realization

One of the first questions the long term model was used to answer was the effect of dispatching when
achieving consistency of fab out volumes. Line control observed continuous fluctuations of fab outs over
a long period of time. At times, the fab out reached the designated capacity, but other times the fab outs
dropped below that level. The line control believed that this could be due to the dispatch rules that control
the WIP flow to achieve line balance which in turn creating WIP waves. The long term simulation model
was used to evaluate the impact of switching off the WIP flow control dispatch rule. Figure 6 shows the
fab out forecast, comparing the scenario with and without a WIP control dispatch rule. The fab out
volume dropped in the first month without the WIP flow control dispatch rule. This is because of the
sudden increase in WIP flow through the line, resulting in WIP built-up in many areas. Once the WIP
wave was cleared, the fab out volume began to improve and the fab simulation consistently observed a
higher fab outs volume, comparing with the scenario running with WIP flow control dispatch rule. In that
scenario, WIP was building up and thus the lower fab out volume. We have also drawn a line connection
at the first 4 bar charts which was an indicator of actual fab out that we observed with the WIP flow
control dispatch rule turned off. Today, our fab has consistently reached its design capacity fab outs
volume. This contributed to approximately a 20% improvement in fab outs volume. We no longer need to
reduce weekly start to manage the WIP built-up due to the WIP control dispatch rule.

Figure 6: Impact of WIP flow control dispatch rule on fab out.
5

CONCLUSIONS

We have successfully extended our short term simulation model to be used for long term simulation
studies. Our approach was the simplification of several important modeling elements, which in turn
improved the simulation run time significantly. Fast run time is especially critical for long term
simulation as a secure run with multiple replications is a must due to high variations contributed by
random events. The long term simulation model is now being used extensively to study mid-term wafer
start planning, ramp-up scenarios to identify capital investment, and tool qualification releases.
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